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ABSTRACT
THE PHASE SEPARATION BEHAVIOR OF
POLYVINYL METHYL ETHER) / POLYSTYRENE SEMI-IPN
FEBRUARY 1990
OSAMU AOKI, B. S., KYOTO UNIVERSITY, JAPAN
M. S., KYOTO UNIVERSITY, JAPAN
Ph. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Richard S. Stein
The effect of crosslinking on the phase stability and phase
separation behavior of poly(vinyl methyl ether) / polystyrene semi-IPN
was studied by light scattering.
The cloud point temperature was measured as a function of
degree of crosslinking and found to be constant within experimental
precision. The result of this experiment was combined with a
theoretical prediction of the phase diagram to determine conditions
for the following experiment.
Wide angle light scattering was used to quantitatively analyze the
mechanism and dynamics of the thermally induced phase separation
with respect to the crosslinking density and the thermal condition.
An apparatus with a one dimensional diode array was used to
simultaneously monitor a wide range of scattering angles.
vi
Analysis of the early stages of phase separation indicates that the
spinodal temperature remained virtually constant whether or not
crosslinks were present in the system. This was demonstrated to be
consistent with theoretical prediction. However, the apparent
diffusion coefficient decreased dramatically with the introduction of
crosslinks thus the initial phase separation was slowed down
significantly.
The final scattering intensity was shown to decrease with
increasing crosslinking density. The scattering vector dependence of
the scattering intensity was negligible compared with its overall time
dependence. A plateau region was observed for some of the scattering
intensity data of the semi-IPN systems with respect to time. This
indicates that the crosslinks restrict terminal phase contrast and not
the size of phase.
•
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this dissertation is to determine the effect of
crosslinking on the phase stability and phase separation behavior of a
semi-interpenetrating network (semi-IPN) system. In recent years,
the phase behavior of polymeric mixtures has been of considerable
interest to industrial and academic research [1-7]. The phase behavior
of polymer blends, especially polystyrene / poly(vinyl methyl ether)
blends, has been investigated and modeled using statistical
thermodynamics and measurable molecular parameters of their
components [8-28]. Recently, the effect of crosslinks on this polymer
blend system has been investigated in the one phase region using
small angle neutron scattering [29-31].
1.1 Background
Many commercial polymer systems, such as acrylonitrile-
butadiene-styrene copolymer (ABS)[32], and high impact polystyrene
(HIPS) [33], involve not only the mixing of components but also their
crosslinking. These systems are classified as interpenetrating
polymer networks (IPN's)[5,7] in the broader sense. However, they
are not true IPN's since they are phase separated on a microscopic
1
scale and do not form an interpenetrating network at the molecular
level [291.
1.2 Semi-IPN's
A semi-IPN is a polymeric mixture of two homopolymers in
which one of the components is crosslinked to form a network and
the other is linear [5]. Usually, the linear polymer is added to the
monomer mixture which is then crosslink-polymerized in its
presence. This study will address the effect of a small amount of
crosslinking on the phase behavior of a semi-IPN system.
Semi-IPN's have some similarities to homopolymer blends and
polymer gels. Both semi-IPN's and homopolymer blends are mixtures
of two homopolymers which have no covalent bonds between each
another. A semi-IPN may be considered as a special case of a polymer
gel where the solvent molecule is polymeric. The similarity of semi-
IPN's to other systems enables us to describe their phase behavior
using the theory of homopolymer blends, taking into account the
perturbations caused by small amounts of crosslinks. These systems
may also be described by the theory for swollen polymer networks
with perturbations caused by the polymeric nature of the solvent. The
unification of these theories to describe the semi-IPN system has been
proposed for an undeformed system [34].
2
The primaiy goal of this thesis is to observe phase separation i
the semi-IPN system and compare results with the theory using
available molecular parameters. The expansion of the theory to
describe the deformed semi-IPN system was considered using the
theory for the deformed swollen polymer network [35,36].
1.3 Description of System
The system under consideration consists of linear poly(vinyl
methyl ether) (PVME) and crosslinked polystyrene (PS) with varying
crosslink densities. The linear blend of this polymer pair shows a rare
case of lower critical solution temperature(LCST) behavior [8-28]. At
ambient temperatures these two polymers have a negative x-parameter
and are miscible. They become immiscible at higher temperatures as
the value of the x-parameter increases to a point where it reaches a
cirtain positive value determined by the molecular weights of
polymers.
These characteristics of the PVME/PS system allow us to make a
homogeneous semi-IPN system by preparing the sample at ambient
temperature [29,31]. The homogeneous system offers an excellent
reference state on which to base experiments. This system also offers
control over the crosslink density. By varying the amount of
crosslinking agent a series of samples can be made which vary only in
3
the degree of crosslink density since the crosslinking density is small
enough not to affect any other physical properties.
This system was studied in the single phase regime by small
angle neutron scattering [29,31]. In that study, the linear blend and
the lowest crosslink density sample (NcPSD = 2040) exhibited linear
behavior for plots of inverse zero angle scattering, S(O)" 1
, and inverse
correlation length squared, £"2
, versus T"
1
. The sample with higher
crosslink density sample (NcPSd = 380) showed pronounced curvature
in the same plots, eventually crossing over the other samples. The
highest crosslinking density sample (NcPSD = 100) was phase
separated at the temperature of polymerization (70 °C). Deformation
studies were also done on these samples. The scattering intensities of
deformed samples in the homogeneous state near the spinodal
temperature depends not only on the magnitude of the scattering
vector but also on its direction with respect to the deformation. This
means that the static structure factor, which reflects mainly the
thermal concentration fluctuation of components at this temperature,
is anisotropic.
Conventional IPN's are in general somewhat phase separated on
a microscopic scale [31]. The phase separation and network formation
reaction occur simultaneously in the preparation of the system. The
final state of the system is decided not by thermodynamic equilibrium
but by the kinetic competition between rate of phase separation and
rate of the crosslinking reaction. The size of the inhomogeneity
depends on the outcome of this competition. If the chemical reaction
is extremely fast, the system can be prepared "homogeneously" with
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no large regions of phase separation [31]. Since most of the semi-
IPN's reported as "homogeneous" are translucent [31], one may
suspect that there still exist some phase separated regions which are
on the order of the wavelength of light in size. Therefore such system
is not truly homogeneous.
The concentration fluctuation caused by the phase separation is
easily observed by light scattering since PS and PVME have
significantly different refractive indices and since the size of
fluctuation is on the order of the wavelength of light [8-28].
1.4 Experimental Methods
The cloud point temperature measurements were done to show
that the homogeneously prepared semi-IPN system undergoes phase
separation in a manner analogous to that of the corresponding linear
polymer blends and to determine the cloud point temperature at
which it happens. The results of these experiments were combined
with the theoretical prediction of the phase diagram of this system
with respect to temperature and composition to establish conditions
for the following experiments.
Wide angle light scattering (WALS) experiments were used to
observe the time dependent structural development of the system
during phase separation. In these experiments, the system was driven
5
from the homogeneous state to the inhomogeneous state by
instantaneously raising the temperature of the system (T-jump). The
conditions for the T-jump were chosen using the results of the cloud
point temperature measurements and the theoretical prediction of the
phase diagram of this semi-IPN system. The various T-jump
conditions were used for each sample to determine the spinodal
temperature of the phase separating system.
6
CHAPTER 2
THEORY
A phenomenological theory was formulated for the semi-IPN
system to interpret and predict the phase diagram and the phase
separation kinetics. The free energy of the system, AF, was
constructed by combining the free energy of mixing of the linear
polymer blend and the free energy of the elastically deformed network
following Binder's theory for the isotropic semi-IPN system [34]. This
theory was extended to account for anisotropic deformation of the
network following Onuki's theory for the swollen gel under anisotropic
deformation [35]. The properties of this free energy were studied as a
function of the volume fraction, <|), of one component and of
temperature through the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter, x(<j),T)
[37-40]. The effect of deformation on the free energy of semi-IPN
system was also studied.
2.1 Description of System
The system under consideration is a semi-interpenetrating
network (semi-IPN) in which component A is a network polymer and
component B is a linear polymer. This description refers to a system
in which a network polymer A is crosslinked in the presence of
7
polymer B. The notation convention for the parameters of interest in
the following discussion is defined in Table 2.1. I
2.2 Phase Diagram of a Semi-IPN
The phase diagram of a semi-IPN can be calculated from the free
energy of the system, AF [34,35]. This total free energy is
approximated by adding the free energy of mixing of the linear and the
network polymer, AFmix , and the free energy of elastic deformation
of the network, AFnetwork. i
AF = AFmix + AFnetwork . (2.1)
Each component of the free energy will be discussed in the following
sections. The same approach is used in the Flory-Rehner theory
which describes the swelling of a polymer network by a small
molecule solvent [36,37-42] and has been moderately successful in
describing this phenomena [43]. The semi-IPN system can be thought
of as a special case of the Flory-Rehner theory where the solvent is a
linear polymer molecule.
8
2
-2.1 The Free Energy nf Mixing
The free energy of mixing is approximated by the free energy of
mixing for a linear polymer blend in which polymer A has a degree of
polymerization v NA [34,35].
_^jn^ (!-<})) ln(l-(t)) X<1> (1 - <1>)
va v Na vb Nb vq (2.2)
As v Na approaches infinity,
AFmix
kB T
= Jdr3
(1-0) ln(Hj x <> (!-<»
vb Nb + vq (2.3)
where vq, the average lattice volume is given by
vo Yavb , (2.4)
and % is the Flory-Huggins interaction per segment (%-parameter)
The ^-parameter for a semi-IPN is approximated well by that of
a linear polymer blend of A and B. This has been shown to be true for
the swelling of a network by a small molecule solvent (as described by
the Flory-Rehner theory). In this case, the swelling is estimated using
9
the x-parameter value for the solvent and the linear polymer. This
estimate gives good agreement between experimental and calculated
values of swelling.
2.2.2 The Free Energy of Elasticallv Deformed Network
The free energy of an elastically deformed network which
consists of v chains is approximated by ideal rubber elasticity theory
for any small deformations.
where A and B are constants that depend on the model of the network
used to derive the ideal rubber elasticity theory [31,34,40-51]. I2 and
I3 are the invariants of deformation defined by the elongation ratio
along the principal axes, oci, as,
v
[ f (
I
2 - 3 ) - B ln( I3 ) ] , (2.5)
I2 = ccx2 + cxy
2 + <*z2 , (2.6a)
I3 = ocx ay az .
(2.6b)
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The constant A depends on the fraction of elastically effective chains
in the network. The constant B depends on the model of the network
used to derive the ideal rubber elasticity theory as shown in Table 2.2.
In the case of no anisotropic external stress, the elongation
ratios are identical due to symmetry and depend only on the local
concentration,
OCv = ocv = ay =
'to V/3
(2.7)
where, <j)0 and <J> are volume fractions of the relaxed network and the
deformed network respectively. The free energy of the elastically
deformed network, AFnetwork. is written under these isotropic
constraints using the integral form as.
AFnetwork
_
V
kB T " V0 Jdr0
3
v0
3A
+ B «0
<1>0
(2.8)
where VQ is the volume of the relaxed network and rG is a fixed
coordinate in the relaxed system. In the deformed system, the
position vector, r, is defined and related to r0 by
r =
(<to V/3
,
4> j
(2.9)
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Thus, using the relationship,
va NA v = 0o V0 ,
and converting the coordinate of the integral as,
<t>0
^ vJ
dr°3 = vA NA
0
( <$> \ dr3
,
we obtain an expression for AFnetwork,
AFnetwork
kB T
B())ln
§0
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2.2.3 The Total Free Energy of SemMPivr QYct^m
The total free energy of a semi-IPN system (equation 2.1) is
explicitly written by combining the free energy of mixing (equation
2.3) with the free energy of the network (equation 2.12),
AF
_
r ,o
kB T " y
J
ar°
|_ vA NA + vbNb +
B(t>lnc|)
^
(!-<})) ln( !-<})) x <l> U-<t>)
vo
+ 2^^>1/3 ^2/3 ]-(2.13)
This equation bears a strong resemblance to the free energy of a linear
polymer blend[12],
AF
kB T
= Jdr3
v
$jnj (!-({)) ln(l-<» %j>_(H)
.
vA NA + vB NB + " v0 , (2.14)
where NA in this equation is the degree of polymerization of the A,
linear chain component. The only significant difference in these two
equations 2.12 and 2.13 is the last term in equation 2.12 for the free
energy of the semi-IPN system which accounts for the elastic energy
contribution from the network deformation due to the local swelling.
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2.2.4 Binodal Temperature
The binodal temperature for a semi-IPN network is implicitly
defined as the temperature and the composition where the linear
polymer within the network and that outside of the network are in
equilibrium. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.1. In other
words, the chemical potentials of each phase must be equal,
Wb( <j>, T ) = <J) = 0, T ) . (2.15)
This definition of the binodal temperature is the same as that of a
small molecule solvent in swelling equilibrium with a network
polymer[32]. The chemical potential of polymer B is defined in
general as,
M <J>, T ) =
^3nB>
(2.16)
where nB is the number of monomer units of polymer B in the system
The condition for the binodal temperature in the semi-IPN
system is obtained by inserting the chemical potential given by
equations 2.13 and 2.16 into equation 2.15 [31].
14
Q _
A(|)i/3({)02/3 B q ^ ln(l- <» X 4>2
va NA va Na + vbNb + vb Nb + v0 (2.17)
From this equation, the x-parameter at the binodal temperature,^,
given explicitly as,
is
Xb
vo d>2
v J
(
|
) + in(i- (
]
))
vaNA
"
" vB NB (2.18)
In the case of linear polymer blends with polymer A having an
infinite degree of polymerization, NA -> °°, the condition for the
binodal temperature is approximated by equation 2.15. The formula is
obtained by inserting the chemical potential given by the equations
2.14 and 2.16 into the equation 2.15 and and taking NA to the limit of
infinity as.
Xb
vo
(\_\ 4> + ln(l- ()>)
vb Nb (2.19)
It should be noted that equation 2.18 becomes identical to equation
2.19 in the limit of NA —> 00 and that the difference between these
equations is only a term involving NA in equation 2.18 accounting for
the contribution from elastic deformation of network.
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2.2.5 Spinodal Temperatnrp
The spinodal temperature of a semi-IPN system is implicitly
defined by the equation,
v J
= o
.
(2.20)
Beyond this condition, spontaneous nucleation and phase separation
occur everywhere in the system. This is called spinodal
decomposition and the schematic diagram is given in Figure 2. 1 . The
explicit formula for the spinodal temperature in the semi-IPN system
is [311,
Xs - xfo.T) = 0 , (2.21)
where Xs is defined as,
5Cs 1
v0 2 [vaNaH 3B
$0^/3
4> vB Nb (!-()))
(2.22)
The explicit formula for the spinodal temperature in the linear
polymer blend is the same as equation 2.21 except that the definition
of %s in equation 2.22 is replaced by [12],
16
v0 2 |_vA NA (|>
+
vB NB (l-<j))
' (2.23)
should be noted that equations 2.22 and 2.23 become identical i
the limit of NA -> °°.
2.2.6 Examination of Phase Diagram
The phase diagram of the semi-IPN system is defined by-
equations 2.18 and 2.22. It is informative to examine the effect of
parameters to these equations. For simplicity, we assume v0 = vB = vA ,
<|> = (J>o, and A = 1. The constant B is expected to be between 0.5 and 1
for the network having a functionality of four as described in section
2.2.2. We assumed B = 0.5 in following calculation. Equation 2.18 was
simplified as,
NB5Cb = fe]f/
\ J
0
-5<Mn7) -b + lnU- (2.24)
Equation 2.22 was simplified as,
(2.25)
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It should be remembered that the elastic contributions are the terms
involving (Na/Nb) for both equations 2.24 and 2.25. It is apparent that
the important parameters in the system are NB *b, NB Xs . (Nb/Na) and
The spinodal and binodal conditions are plotted against NB %
versus
<}> for special cases NA = NB and NA = «> in Figure 2.2. The
dotted curves indicate the spinodal conditions and the solid lines
indicate the binodal conditions. The intermediate set of curves are for
the case NA = ~, and the others are for the case NA = NB . The case
NA = oo is equivalent to the case of a linear blend with one component
having infinite molecular weight but having no crosslinks. It is clear
that the presence of the elastic terms in free energy causes the
downward curve for binodal at dilute network concentrations,
<j>,
indicating that even for a large negative ^-parameter the semi-IPN
system will be inherently unstable and tend to phase separate if the
concentration of network component is small.
Figure 2.3 is a plot of NB % versus NB/NA for $ = 0.5 to indicate
the effect of the crosslink density and the molecular weight of the
linear component. The elastic terms in the free energy decrease the
one phase region as defined by the binodal condition, NB %b> with
respect to the ratio Nb/Na while the unstable region as defined by the
spinodal condition, NB %s , is actually decreased. It should also be
noted that the binodal condition is six times more sensitive to the
ratio Nb/Na than the spinodal condition.
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Numerical evaluation is necessary in order to further evaluate
the phase diagram of a semi-IPN system with respect to temperature
and composition. This analysis is discussed in chapter 5 describing
the theoretical prediction of the phase diagram for the PVME/PS
semi-IPN.
2.3 Dynamics of a Semi-TPN
In order to study the dynamics of the system, one must also take
into account the contribution of the concentration fluctuation to the
free energy [34,35,52-58]. This allows us to evaluate the static
structure factor and the spinodal decomposition.
The free energy of concentration fluctuation, AFfluct ., can be
estimated by the Ginzburg-Landau approximation,
kB T
=
J
dr3 [ ka I V<> I
2
+ kb I V(l -
<J>) I
2
] , (2.26)
where ka and kb are constants related to the dispersion of acoustic
waves [34]. The values of ka and Kb were estimated by random phase
approximation for the polymer system [59-61]. The total free energy
of a semi-IPN system, AF, which accounts for the fluctuation term is
given by,
19
AF = AFmix + AFnetwork + AFfluct . (2.27)
The functions f(<{>) and k are defined in the following equation:
AK r
k^T = J dr3 [ f(<|>) + k I V(j) I 2 ] . (2.28)
In order to determine an expression for the static structure
factor we first obtain the local chemical potential difference \i(r)
which is normalized so that it is a thermodynamic variable conjugate
to the volume fraction using a functional derivative [35],
AF ^
Mr) =_ _A
kB T 1 ( df(d>) ^
5$ 9d>
- K V2 <|> . (2.29)
Expanding ^i(r) by putting <j>(r) =
<t>0 + 5<>(r) where <t>0 is an average
concentration and keeping only the terms linear in 5(>(r) t we obtain.
S\l[t) = \i{t) - \i{x)
8 , = 0
92 fty)
3<t>2 <t> = 4>o
KV^j 5(()(r) (2.30)
Defining the Fourier transforms,
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v
(2.31)
H =
~v~ J dr3 exp( iqr) 5<|)
v
(2.32)
we obtain the relationship,
^q =
( 32 f(<i>) A
V 3<{>
2
Jc> = 4>o
+ Kq2
<l>q . (2.33)
where V is the total volume of the system. The wave dependent,
collective static structure factor, S(q), is defined as,
-lS A (q) = (2.34)
Thus, we have derived the static structure factor for semi-IPN's [31],
-1
S'^q) = 2 (Xs - X(4>.T) ) + Kq2 , (2.35)
where Xs is the %-parameter at the spinodal temperature defined in
equation 2.20. This formula shows that the static structure factor of
both semi-IPN and polymer blend systems can be written as the same
Lorentzian function except that the definition of Xs differs slightly for
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each system in equations 2.22 and 2.23. The difference between the
two systems relies only upon the definition of %s-
It is also known that the scattering intensity is proportional to
the structure factor,
m ~ S(q) , (2 36)
and that the scattering intensity at zero angle is proportional to S(0),
as follows:
1(0) ~ S(0) =
. f2 37)
Furthermore, the correlation length, is defined by the slope of I(q)"2
vs. q2 divided by I(0)"
2
,
IfQ12 rww
2
)
« ~
(0)
I d (q2)
f K \
—
—
. (2.38)
[2( xs-xcn J
If the system is miscible, where % is definitely smaller than %s ,
both the zero angle scattering intensity and the correlation length
have finite positive values. As the %-parameter approaches %s (i-e. the
system approaches its spinodal temperature), both the zero angle
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scattering intensity and the correlation length diverge toward infinity.
This result is used in small angle neutron scattering (SANS) to detect
the spinodal temperature [31].
As % becomes larger than Xs (i.e the system is brought into the
two phase region), the static structure factor becomes negative. This
S(q) is called a virtual scattering factor to indicate that it has no direct
relationship to the scattering intensity. In this region, a large
concentration fluctuation is created by the spontaneous phase
separation of the system. This makes it possible to observe scattering
by light.
The early stages of this kind of phase separation can be
described by the Cahn-Hilliard spinodal decomposition theory [52-58].
In this regime, the scattering intensity grows exponentially as follows:
I(q,t) = l(q,0) exp( 2 R(q) t ) , (2.39)
where R(q) is the growth rate which is related to the virtual static
scattering factor and the Onsager coefficient, A(q),
R(q) = - q2 A(q) S"l(q) . (2.40)
The Onsager coefficient is a measure of the entropic contribution to
the driving force of demixing, and the virtual static structure factor is
a measure of the excess free energy contribution to demixing.
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The apparent diffusion coefficient is given by,
Dapp = lim A(q) S(q)" 1
. {2.41)
q -> 0
The equations 2.35 and 2.40 indicate that the apparent diffusion
coefficient is zero at the spinodal temperature, Ts :
lim Dapp = 2 A(0) ( Xs - *(TS) ) = 0 . (2.42)
T -> Ts
The apparent diffusion coefficient is measured experimentally using
equations 2.39 and 2.41,
Dapp = lim ( q-2 R(q) ) . (2.43)
q -> 0
We can therefore experimentally determine the spinodal temperature
by extrapolating temperature to where the apparent diffusion
coefficient is zero from light scattering data of the phase separating
system.
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2.4 The Effect, of Anistrnpjc Deform a ti nr.
The assumption of isotropic deformation in equation 2.8 is no
longer true for the system under anisotropic deformation. Onuki
considered the effect of anisotropic deformations on the free energy of
the swoUen gel [35]. This theory can be adopted to the semi-IPN
system since the semi-IPN system is a special case of the swollen gel
in which solvent is polymeric. This results in a static structure factor
of the deformed semi-IPN system given by,
S(q)" 1 =2( Xs -X) + Kq2 + ^- L . .2
I
1
J
(2.44)
where ai and qi are the elongation ratio and the scattering vector
along the i-th direction, respectively. The constant Xs is defined as
equation 2.22 for the semi-IPN system in order to account for the
polymeric nature of solvent in semi-IPN system. It is very important
to note that S(q) of the deformed semi-IPN system has a third term
which depends only on the direction of scattering vector, q/ | q |
2
,
even in the limit of
| q | -> 0.
This formula does not account for the fact that the deformation
of the polymer network may cause a large change in the single chain
structure factor of the polymer chains constituting the network. The
corresponding prefactor, k, of the q2-term in equation 2.44 for the
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undeformed network appears in equation 2.35 and was determined by
the argument of the random phase approximation [59-61] using the
single chain structure factor. Thus, the prefactor k in equation 2.44
should actually be considered as a tensor and depends on the
direction of the scattering vector with respect to the deformation of
the network and on the extent of the deformation.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
3.1 Sample Preparation
PVME/PS semi-IPN samples are prepared by polymerizing
styrene monomer in the presence of PVME and a crosslinking agent
in the sample cell. An ultraviolet sensitive initiator, benzoin, was used
to initiate radical polymerization at ambient temperature by ultraviolet
light irradiation. A bifunctional monomer, divinylbenzene(DVB), was
used as the crosslinking agent. This preparation procedure ensured
that the sample was homogeneously mixed and that there were no
covalent bonds formed between linear PVME and PS network.
3.1.1 Polvfvinvl methyl ether)
The phase diagram of the PVME/PS system can be strongly
affected by a trace amount of water present in the system [24].
Extreme care was taken to keep water away from the sample
throughout the sample preparation and experiments.
Poly(vinyl methyl ether) (PVME - Scientific Polymer Products,
Mw = 99,000; Mn = 46,500; 50% water solution) was carefully dried
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and purified using the following procedures. Toluene (3 parts) and as-
received PVME solutiond part) were combined in a large (1000 ml)
beaker. They were vigorously mixed using a mechanical stirrer over a
twelve hour period. After mixing the toluene became thick and the
PVME solution became translucent and white in color. This beaker
was left overnight to let the toluene and water separate. The clear,
yellowish toluene/PVME solution was transferred to an Erlenmeyer
flask (7 1). The PVME was then precipitated from the toluene solution
using heptane. Approximately seven parts of heptane for one part of
the toluene solution were required to precipitate the polymer. The
Erlenmeyer flask was heated to about 50° C for twenty minutes to
redissolve the PVME. This resulted in a clear one phase solution. The
Erlenmeyer flask was set aside overnight so that the PVME would
precipitate to the bottom of the flask. The top layer was removed and
a small quantity of toluene was added to dissolve the remaining
precipitated PVME. This solution was poured into an evaporation dish
which was kept in a vacuum oven for three days to remove any residual
solvent. The PVME was then transferred to a vacuum desiccator for
storage.
3.1.2 Monomer Mixture
Styrene monomer and DVB were vacuum distilled over CaH2 for
purification and drying. They were then mixed in various proportions
to achieve a range of crosslinking densities for the semi-IPN's. The
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composition of PVME and PS was 50/50 weight ratio for all the
samples prepared. The composition of crosslinking agent, DVB, is
listed in Table 3.1 with its sample codes. The #0 sample was
prepared as a reference sample and is not a semi-IPN system but a
linear blend system since it used no crosslinking agent.
Benzoin, the ultraviolet light sensitive radical initiator was
dissolved into the monomer mixture (0.1 wt %). Next, the PVME was
dissolved into the monomer mixture and kept in a sealed test tube.
After three days, homogeneous mixing of the monomers and the
PVME were confirmed by observing the homogeneity of viscosity of
the sample.
3.1.3 Sample Cell
The sample cell consists of two circular quartz plates separated
by a thin Teflon washer as shown in Figure 3.1. The quartz plate is
1/16" thick with a diameter of 7/8". The thin Teflon washer is 5 mil
(0.127 mm) thick, has an outer diameter of 7/8" and an inner
diameter of 3/4". This sample cell was designed to fit into the sample
holder on the WALS equipment. The viscous mixture of monomer and
PVME was transferred into a quartz cell and kept sealed by clamping
the quartz plates together on either side of the washer, during the
polymerization procedure described below.
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3.1.4 Polymerization
I he monomers mixed with PVME were polymerized at ambient
temperature using ultraviolet irradiation to form a homogeneously
mixed semi-IPN system in which there are no covalent bonds formed
between the linear PVME and the PS network. A long wavelength
ultraviolet lamp (100 W, X = 300nm) was kept 40 cm away from the
sample cell. The cell was held fixed in the clamp with the quartz
window facing the lamp for proper irradiation by the ultraviolet light.
This wavelength was chosen to specifically initiate the benzoin but not
the styrene monomer. Sample irradiation and thus polymerization was
maintained for three days. This is twice as long as the time required
for the bulk polymerization of styrene in a comparable environment.
The sample was inspected for clarity to ensure that there was no
phase separation during polymerization. The sample was then
transferred to a vacuum oven at 80 °C for three days to remove any
residual monomer. Before each experiment, all samples were held at
100 °C for 60 minutes in order to insure consistent initial condition.
3.2 Sample Characterization
The results of the characterization for all the samples are
tabulated in Table 3. 1 with sample codes. The stoichiometrically
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estimated average molecular weight was calculated assuming the
purity of divinylbenzene to be 55o/0 and the remainder to be primarily
3- and 4 - ethylvinylbenzene as stated in the supplier's specifications
(Aldrich Chemical). We also assumed that the copolymerization of
styrene and DVB is completely random and consumes all of the
monomer in the system.
The gel fraction and the average molecular weight between
crosslinks were determined by solvent extraction and swelling
experiments after all other experiments were complete since these
are destructive tests. The quartz sample cell was broken, and the
sample recovered. The sample(ca. 10 \ig) was then weighed, W0 , and
soaked in an excess of toluene(ca. 10 ml) for one month. At the end of
one month, the sample had become a highly swollen gel. In order to
ensure that all the linear polymer components had been extracted out
of the semi-IPN system and that an equilibrium swelling state had
been achieved, the toluene was replaced with fresh toluene and left for
another two weeks. At the end of two weeks, no further change in the
swelling of the sample was observed. We therefore concluded that the
sample consisted only by the swollen polystyrene network which had
reached its swelling equilibrium with pure toluene. The swollen gel
was then taken out of the toluene and weighed immediately in its wet
state, Wwet- The gel was then dried for one day in air followed by
drying for one day in a vacuum oven at 50 °C to remove the toluene.
The sample was weighed again in its dry state, Wdry.
The gel fraction is given by,
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( gel fraction ) =
. (3.1)
Since sample #0 is a linear blend, it dissolved into solvent and did not
have any gel fraction. Samples #1 to #4 have gel fractions of 0.50
±0.06 which means that the polymerization process to prepare the
semi-IPN samples formed no covalent bonds between PS network and
linear PVME, i.e., covulcanization between PS and PVME does not
occur. All the semi-IPN samples should have gel fraction of 0.5 since
PVME is not crosslinked and should be extracted as sol fraction.
Large deviation from 0.50 for the gel fraction of sample #5 was
observed. Higher crosslink density causes diffusion of linear PVME
through the PS network to slow down. This results in incomplete
solvent extraction of PVME from the semi-IPN system.
The average molecular weight between crosslinks, Mc(swell) was
obtained from the swelling of the PS network in toluene. The weight
ratio Wwet / Wdiy was converted to a swelling ratio, Q, using the density
of toluene, ptol. to be 0.867 and that of PS, pps, to be 1.04.
The volume fraction of the PS network as it was prepared, <J>o, is
0.5. The volume fraction of the swollen PS network, is given by Q" 1 .
(3.2)
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Flory-Rehner theory relates the swelling of the network to the average
molecular weight between crosslinks, MC (Sweli) [40-42].
MC(swell) = Mw(toluene) Pps >
^Ptoluene J
( (^2/3 ^1/3 . 0<5 ^ ^
- ln(l-
(J>)
-
<{> - x <|>
2
j
(3.3)
where x for PS and toluene at 25 °C is 0.44 [62].
The stoichiometrically estimated average molecular weight
between crosslinks of FVME/PS semi-IPN system, Mc(st .), and that
experimentally determined from swelling of the network by toluene,
Mc(swell) are compared in Figure 3.2. They have a linear relationship
with a factor of 3.09 except for sample #1. This discrepancy happens
because the stoichiometrical calculations do not account for the fact
that the polymerization is not ideal. The deviation from linearity for
sample #1 is due to its low crosslink density. At such low crosslink
densities there are many dangling chain ends which are elastically
inactive.
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CHAPTER 4
CLOUD POINT
The cloud point temperature measurement was used to study
the onset of phase separation in the PVME/PS semi-IPN system. The
cloud point temperature is determined by monitoring the onset of the
light scattering intensity increase caused by concentration fluctuations
induced by the phase separation. The result of this experiment was
combined with the theoretical prediction of the phase diagram of this
system to establish conditions for the following experiments.
4.1 Cloud Point Apparatus
The schematic of the cloud point apparatus at the University of
Massachusetts is shown in Figure 4. 1 . The optical geometry of the
system is shown in Figure 4.2. The intensity of scattered light at
scattering angles between 42° and 138° are reflected at the glass-to-
air surface by the total reflection, emitted from the edge of a
microscope slide, and collected by a integrating sphere. This
corresponds to scattering vectors, q = 20 - 28 (inr2 . The scattering
from small concentration fluctuations caused by phase separation can
be detected in this scattering vector range [9,10,22,27].
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The sample was subjected to temperatures from 80 to 150 °C
with an increasing temperature rate of 2 °C per minute while the
scattering intensity was monitored with the apparatus depicted in
Figure 4.1.
4.2 Results
The phase separation of the corresponding linear polymer blend
is known and has been detected by the cloud point experiment. The
data for the control sample #0, which is not crosslinked and is a linear
polymer blend, shows a typical upturn in the scattering intensity at
the cloud point temperature upon heating as shown in Figure 4.3.
The homogeneously prepared semi-IPN samples, #1 - #5, which
are crosslinked, undergo phase separation in a manner analogous to
that of the corresponding linear polymer blend with the reduction in
the scattering intensity with the increase in crosslinking density as
shown in Figure 4.3.
In order to determine where the onset of the increase in the
scattering intensity occurs, the light scattering data were normalized
with respect to the scattering intensities at 100 °C and 150 °C in
Figure 4.4. This figure indicates that the onset of an increase in the
scattering intensity is constant within the precision of these
experiments(116 °C ± 2 °C).
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The reduction of the scattering intensity with increasing
crosslink density was empirically analyzed by plotting the scattering
intensity at 150 °C against the molecular weight between crosslinks of
the polystyrene network in the semi-IPN system on a log-log scale as
shown in Figure 4.5. This analysis shows that the scattering intensity
from the phase separated system is proportional to the molecular
weight between crosslinks. This may be due to the fact that the
concentration fluctuation caused by the phase separation is limited by
the elastic restoration force of the polymer network which increases
with higher crosslink density or that the size of phase is limited by the
existence of crosslinks. In order to further investigate the cause of
this effect, the angular dependance of scattering intensity should be
measured for the phase separated system as described in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF PHASE DIAGRAM
The effect of crosslinks on the phase diagram for the PVME/PS
semi-IPN system is numerically evaluated using the theory in Chapter
2. The explicit formulae for both the binodal temperature and
spinodal temperature require the knowledge of the composition and
temperature dependent %-parameter, x(<|>,T), of the system.
5.1 The Molecular Parameters for the PVME/PS System
The molecular parameters needed for the evaluation of the
phase diagram of the semi-IPN system are the degree of
polymerization of each chain, Na and Nb, the average lattice volume,
vo, and the x-parameter, %(<t>,T). The degree of polymerization was
obtained by dividing the molecular weight by the monomer molecular
weight. The volume of monomer unit was obtained by dividing the
monomer molecular weight by the density. The density of PS and
PVME are 1.044 and 1.047 respectively [26].
Unfortunately, there are no good experimentally obtained %-
parameter values available for the PS(hydrogenous)/PVME system. As
a close approximation therefore, we used the %-parameter value
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between deuterated PS and PVME. A correction factor was used to
account for the isotope effect [26] and the tacticity effect [29].
The ^-parameter between PS(deuterated) and PVME was
experimentally determined using a small angle neutron scattering
technique and is described by the following equation for a wide range
of temperatures and compositions [28].
^=(A + B<D) +
v
T
J
(5.1)
where T is the absolute temperature, and <|) is the volume fraction of
PS. Numerical values of A, B. C, and D are
A = 8.714*10-4
,
B = 4.749*10-4
,
C = -3.543*10-!, and
D = -2.461*10-!
.
The phase diagram of the PVME/PS system is reported to shift
to a higher temperature by more than 30°C if the hydrogen on the PS
is substituted by deuterium [26]. This is explained in that the
%-parameter for this blend is not highly dependent on changes in
temperature. However, the small changes in cohesive energy
densities between the deuterated and hydrogenated PS do cause large
shifts in the phase diagram. The spinodal temperature of the
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PS(deuterated)/PVME system prepared by radical polymerization of
PS is reported to shift to a lower temperature by 7° to 10°C compared
to that of the anionically polymerized one [29]. This was attributed to
the very slight difference in x-parameter which comes from the
difference in tacticity between the radically and anionically
polymerized materials.
In our studies, the PS component in the PS(hydrogenous)/PVME
system was prepared by radical polymerization. A parameter, E, was
introduced into equation 5.1 to account for the very small difference
in the ^-parameter due to isotope and tacticity effects.
E
, (5.2)
where E is chosen to be 0.897 so that the theoretical prediction of the
binodal temperature using equation 2.19 and this ^-parameter
matches that of sample #0 which is simply the linear PVME/PS blend
system.
5.2 The Phase Diagram of Linear Blend
The phase diagram of linear blend is plotted as a function of
temperature and composition using equations 2.19, 2.23 and 5.2 in
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figure 5.1 for sample #0. The critical composition of this system, fc, is
nearly zero due to the fact that the molecular weight of the PS is much
larger than that of the PVME. The entire phase diagram is shifted to
the left until <>c = 0. The non-parabolic nature of this phase diagram
comes from the fact that the ^-parameter is strongly composition
dependent. From this theoretical phase diagram it is also observed
that the difference between the binodal and the spinodal at $ = 0.5 is
less than 2°C.
5.3 The Effect of Crosslinks on Binodal Temperature
The binodal temperature for each sample is also plotted as a
function of temperature and composition in Figure 5.2. using equations
2.24 and 5.2. The degrees of polymerization for each of the
components,Na and Nb, were chosen to correspond to the samples
used in the experiments described in this dissertation described in
Table 3.1.
Table 5. 1 lists the theoretical prediction of binodal temperature
for each sample prepared. This shows that the binodal temperature at
<J>
= 0.5 becomes significantly lower than that of the linear blend. Some
initial attempts to make semi-IPN systems with § = 0.2 failed to
achieve homogeneity during sample preparation. This is because at
room temperature the system is above the binodal temperature and
phase separates during polymerization.
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5 '4 Effect of Crosslinks on £hg SninnHal T>mp»rotWo
The spinodal temperature for each sample is also plotted as a
function of temperature and composition in Figure 5.3. using equations
2.25 and 5.2. The degrees of polymerization for each of the
components,NA and NB , were chosen to correspond to the samples
used in the experiments described in this dissertation which are
described in Table 3.1.
Table 5.1 lists the theoretical prediction of spinodal
temperature for each sample prepared. This shows that the
difference in the spinodal temperature at <|) = 0.5 is smaller than 2°C
even for the most extreme case.
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CHAPTER 6
WIDE ANGLE LIGHT SCATTERING
Wide angle light scatteringfWALS) was used to quantitatively
analyze the mechanism and dynamics of the thermally induced phase
separation. The corresponding linear polymer blend is known to
scatter light in the 1 to 10 nm-1 range while undergoing phase
separation [9,10,22,27]. A linear polymer blend control sample #0
and two semi-IPN samples #1, and #2 were used for this experiment.
The other semi-IPN samples did not scatter enough light to be able to
measure them with WALS apparatus.
6.1 Wide Angle Light Scattering Apparatus
In order to make rapid measurement of scattering intensity over
a range of scattering angles, the WALS apparatus depicted in Figure
6.1 was used [27]. A vertically polarized helium-neon laser with
wavelength \ - 632 nm was used as a light source to scatter light from
the sample held in a hot stage. The scattered light was focused onto a
one-dimensional photo diode array. The transmitted light was
monitored using a photocell. These data were collected by the OMA-
III system with a programmed timing sequence.
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6.1.1 Detection of Scattered Light
The scattering image was projected onto a one dimensional
photodiode array with 512 pixel elements (PAR model 1452) using
two sets of four element lenses (ORIEL ASPHERAB MODEL 66063,
f/0.7, 50 mm focal length). This combination of lenses gives an
aperture angle of up to 70°. The two sets of lenses were collimated so
that their optical axes coincided with each other, and were also in line
with the center of the detector and the sample. The sample was
located such that its center coincided with the center of the
goniometer with a tilt angle. The entire assembly, consisting of the
two lenses and the detector is attached to the arm fixed to the
goniometer and can be rotated to the desired angle. The sample was
tilted in order to have access to higher scattering angles.
The first set of lenses (LI) was located at a distance equal to its
focal length away from the sample. This ensures that the Fourier
image of the sample is focused at the focal length of the lens on the
other side of the lens. The second set of lenses (L2) was located such
that the inverted and reduced image of the Fourier image was focused
onto the detector.
The relationship between the scattering angle and the detector
channel position was calibrated using the main beam at reduced
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intensity. The goniometer was rotated so that the main beam went
through both lenses to the detector. The various goniometer angle
readings and the corresponding peak channel positions were reduced
to a best fit third order polynomial function which related the
detector position and the offset angle from the center of the detector.
6.1.2 Detection of Transmitted Light
The transmitted light intensity was monitored by a photocell
located at the beam stop in order to evaluate the absorption of light by
the sample, and to compensate for absorption in the scattering
intensity readings. A diffuser located before the photocell was used to
suppress the position sensitivity of the photocell.
A preamplifier was built to interface the output of the photocell
to the Source Comp. input of the OMA-III. This preamplifier consists
of three operational amplifiers. It reverses the polarity of the signal,
compensates the offset of the photocell, amplifies the output of the
photocell with variable gain to the level suitable for the input of the
OMA-III, and adjusts the time constant.
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6.1.3 OMA-HI
The OMA-III consists of a timing pulse generator, a 14 bit
analog-to-digital converter and a programmable microcomputer. It
was interfaced to both the one dimensional diode array and the
preamplifier of the photocell. For each 150 msec exposure, it reads
all channels on the one dimensional detector to detect the scattered
light and the Source Comp. input to detect the transmitted light
intensity. It stores the digitized values as an array in its memory.
Throughout this experiment, the 32 bit numerical summation of 400
consecutive data points in the memory is used to achieve an equivalent
of six seconds of exposure time to improve the precision of data.
A timed sequence of data was taken by programming the OMA-
III with increasing intervals and is stored as a two dimensional array in
its memory. This arrangement ensures the best efficiency of memory 1
use without degrading the quality of the data or the precision of the
j
time interval. After each experiment, the data in the memory is
transferred to a diskette for further analysis.
i
i
6.1.4 T-iump Experiment
In order to have well defined conditions for the quantitative
analysis of phase separation, the system was driven from a
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homogeneous state to an inhomogeneous state by instantaneously
increasing the temperature (T-jump). The conditions for the T-jump
were chosen using the results of the cloud point temperature
measurements and the theoretical prediction of the phase diagram for
this semi-IPN system. The initial temperature of the T-jump
experiments was chosen to be 100°C where samples #0, #1, and #2
are below the experimentally observed cloud point temperature and
the theoretically calculated binodal temperature. The various final
temperatures of the T-jump experiments were used for each sample
to determine the spinodal temperature of the phase separating
system.
The sample was kept for 60 minutes in an auxiliary heating
block located right next to the main heating block and heated to
100°C. The main heating block on the WALS equipment was kept at
the temperature to which the sample is subjected after the T-jump.
The sample was quickly transfered from auxiliary heating block to the
main heating block to change the sample temperature instantaneously.
Monitoring of the scattered intensity and the transmitted intensity
was begun immediately using a pre-programmed time sequence.
The temperature of these heating blocks was regulated by PID
controllers with an accuracy of ±0.02°C. The speed of the T-jump was
calibrated by using a platinum resistance thermometer located in the
empty sample cell. The temperature reached within 10% of the
terminal temperature in 15 seconds.
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6.2 Data Correction and Conversion
The raw data was corrected for the absorption and the
sensitivity of the detector, converted to the scattering intensity as a
function of the scattering vector, and reduced the number of data
points by averaging data over several channels [63-651. A program,
OMA-III.PAS, was written in Turbo Pascal to do all of this on a MS-DOS
microcomputer and is attached as Appendix C.
6.2.1 The Scattering Vector
A schematic of the optical geometry around the sample is shown
in Figure 6.2. The vertically polarized incident light arrives at the
sample at the angle, 6i. The scattered light leaves the sample with an
angle, 04, to a detector channel. The angles 0i and 84 can be
determined by reading the goniometer position and using the
polynomial function which relates the detector channel and the offset
angle from the center of the detector obtained in section 6.1.1.
Snell's law describes the refraction of light:
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sin 61 sin 84
sin 62 sin 83
= n
, (6.1)
where n is the refractive index of the sample and angles, 82 and 83,
are defined in the Figure 6.2. Thus, 82 and 83 can be solved using
known parameters:
82 = sin
. ( sin 81 \
n
j
(6.2a)
83 = sin- 1
f
sin 84
v
n
J
(6.2b)
The scattering vector is given by
2 n n
q = sin
r
e2 + e3
(6.3)
where X is the wavelength of light in a vacuum, which is 632 nm for a
helium-neon laser.
6.2.2 Absorption Correction
Lambert's equation describes the absorption of light as follows
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Itrans. = hn. exp
k
COS 02 (6.4)
where \l is the absorption coefficient, Im. is the incident light
intensity, Itrans. is the transmitted light intensity, and xo is the
thickness of the sample. The absorption coefficient was obtained by
monitoring the reduction of transmitted light using equation 6.4. The
scattering intensity, ISCatt.. is reduced by the absorption of light in the
same manner. The optical path length within the sample is given as
(Optical path length) = + ^J^i
, (6.5)
COS 02 COS 03
for the light path scattered at xi. The average absorption by the
sample for scattered light [63] is given as
*0
0
t
| exp
V
Cl XQ-Xl ^+
COS 02 COS 03
f
= exp
v
JIXQ
cos 0 J
for 0 = 02 = 03 , (6.6a)
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or,
f
-1 \
exp
cos 82
\
+ exp
cos 63\ * / VWVJ vo J
_
(cose2)" 1 -(cose3)" 1
for G2 * 63 . (6.6b)
The measured scattering intensity was multiplied by the inverse of
equation 6.6 to cancel the absorption effect from the scattering
intensity. The effect of multiple scattering was not corrected since
the scattering intensity was not strongly dependent on the scattering
vector [64,65].
6.2.3 Sensitivity Calibration
The correction factor for effects other than the absorption by
the sample was obtained as an overall value using the non-directional
nature of the fluorescent emission from the dye kept in the sample
cell which was excited by the laser beam. Nile blue (Aldrich) was
chosen as a dye. The stock solution of nile blue was prepared by
dissolving 11.4 mg of nile blue into 4.00 ml of water. The 20 ml of
water solution of gelatine (Kodak, class 88 type IV, deionized NVAB
400F, lot #RD-44) was prepared and kept heated to 60°C. The
mixture of 1 ml of nile blue stock solution and 10 ml of water solution
of gelatine was made and kept heated to 60°C. These pure and dyed
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samples were cast into the same type of cell as the one containing the
semi-IPN sample.
These calibration samples were placed into the sample cell and
the equipment was aligned to the same experimental configuration as
that for the next T-jump experiment. The results from the wide angle
light scattering experiments were calibrated using these data.
The sharp cut filter (ORIEL 03FCG109) was used before the
detector to eliminate the scattered light from the fluorescent light in
this calibration measurement. The fluorescent light is measured as a
difference between the measured intensities for dyed and pure
gelatine solution.
i
6.3 Results
Figure 6,3 is a plot of the initial scattering intensity with respect
to the scattering vector for the linear blend, sample #0, and the
semi-IPN samples, #1 and #2. All the samples have the same
thickness and were measured in an arbitrary unit. Since the linear
blend sample #0 is annealed below cloud point temperature, sample
#0 is surely homogeneous. The semi-IPN samples show similar
scattering intensities indicating that they are also homogeneously
prepared.
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The scattering intensities through out these experiments are
not smooth due to the effect of speckle pattern, even though the I
scattering intensities were averaged over 16 channels of detector
pixels.
Though we chose T-jump conditions such that the system would
undergo phase separation by spinodal decomposition, the system
simultaneously undergoes phase separation by the nucleation and
growth mechanism. The compositions of PVME/PS systems were
50/50 for our samples which is far from their critical compositions,
100/0. The contribution of the nucleation and growth mechanism to
the scattering intensity is mainly in the low scattering vector regime
[14,15].
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 are examples of the scattering intensities of
the linear blend, sample #0, plotted against the scattering vectors for
a series of times after the T-jump from 100°C to 120°C and to 150°C
respectively. Large changes in scattering intensity with respect to
time were observed and the scattering intensity dependence is
weaker than that of the scattering vector.
Figures 6.6 to 6.9 are examples of the scattering intensity of
semi-IPN samples # 1 and #2 plotted against the scattering vector for a
series of times after the T-jump from 100°C to 120°C and to 150°C. A
smaller change in scattering intensity with respect to time was
observed than in that of the linear blend. The scattering intensity
dependence is weaker than that of the scattering vector.
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The initial scattering intensities of the scattering vector larger
than 6 unr* grow exponentially. This is behavior characteristic of
spinodal decomposition. The growth of the scattering intensities in
this range of the scattering vector is considered to be dominated by
the spinodal decomposition mechanism. Thus initial scattering
intensities in this range of scattering vector were analyzed using the
theory for the dynamics of spinodal decomposition presented in
chapter 2.
Figure 6.10 is a plot of the logarithm of scattering intensity
against time for the initial 200 seconds for linear blends after a
T-jump from 100°C to 150°C. Since the T-jump takes about 15
seconds, the initial 15 seconds of data were disregarded and the slope
between 18 to 60 seconds was used as an initial slope. In this range
the data was linear indicating exponential growth characteristic of
spinodal decomposition. According to Cahn-Hilliard theory of spinodal
decomposition, this initial slope gives the growth rate, R(q) in
equation 2.39.
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are plots of the logarithm of the scattering
intensity against time for the initial 200 seconds for semi-IPN samples
after a T-jump from 100°C to 150°C. The change is smaller than that
of a linear blend, however, similar exponential growth was observed
and the same analysis was done.
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Figures 6.13 to 6.18 are plots of R(q)/q2 against q2 for samples
#0, #1, and #2. Using the relationship described by equation 2.43. the
apparent diffusion coefficient,Dapp ., was extrapolated from these plots.
Figure 6.19 plots the apparent diffusion coefficient, Dapp
.
against
temperature, T, for each sample. The intercept of the temperature I
axis gives the spinodal temperature, Ts , for each sample according to
equation 2.42. The spinodal temperature is found to be virtually
constant, 116°C±2°C, whether or not crosslinks are present in the
system. The theoretical prediction of the spinodal temperature shown
in Table 5.1 predicted less than a 0.5°C increase and is thus consistent
with the experimental result. However, the apparent diffusion
coefficient decreased dramatically with the introduction of crosslinks
and with increase of crosslinking density. Thus, the initial phase
separation was slowed down significantly. This is in agreement with
the fact that the mobility of polymer chain is reduced in a network
matrix and the reduction of the mobility increases with the
crosslinking density.
The change of the scattering intensity at longer time periods is
plotted for the scattering vector, q= 11.42 [im~ l , and is shown in
Figures 6.20 and 6.21 for each sample at 120°C and 150°C
respectively. The scattering vector dependence of the scattering
intensity was negligible compared with its overall time dependance.
The final scattering intensity was shown to decrease with increasing
crosslinking density. The plateau region was observed for some of the
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scattering intensities of the semi-IPN system with respect to time
indicating that the crosslinks restrict terminal phase contrast.
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION
7.1 Conclusion
The cloud point temperature, Tc , is constant for different
crosslinking densities within the limits of our experimental precision.
The phase stability does not depend on the degree of crosslinking for
the low degrees of crosslinking used in these experiments.
The scattering intensity decreases with an increase in crosslink
density. Both cloud point and WALS measurements strongly confirm
this result. Empirical linear relationship between crosslinks and the
scattered intensity from the phase separated system was observed in
cloud point experiments. The elastic restraining force of the network
is working against the phase separation in the semi-IPN system and
limits the phase contrast resulting in the decrease of the scattered
intensity from phase separated system.
The excess scattering intensity for semi-IPN samples does not
exhibit a strong scattering vector(q) dependence. The excess
scattering intensity, I(q,t) - I(q.O), reflects the change in
concentration fluctuation of wavelength 2rc/q. The lack of
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dependence on the scattering vector indicates a broad distribution of
phase separated domain size.
The analysis of light scattering data leads to the conclusion that
we may be able to describe the early stages of phase separation using
the spinodal decomposition theory since these data exhibit an initial
exponential growth which is characteristic of spinodal decomposition.
The spinodal temperatures deduced from this analysis using equation
2.39 are listed in Table 5.1 for each sample and fall within
experimental precision of each other. This indicates that the spinodal
temperature is not affected significantly by low degrees of
crosslinking. These results coincide with the result of the theoretical
prediction where the effect of crosslinking on the spinodal
temperature for #1 or #2 samples was predicted to be less than 0.5°C
in Table 5. 1
.
The change in scattering intensity for the semi-IPN samples
does show a strong dependence on time. The phase separation
behavior of the linear PVME/PS blend and the semi-IPN systems show
similar power-law dependence in the early stages. However, at longer
time scales, the crosslinked samples show a marked decrease in
power law dependence of phase separation compared to the PVME/PS
blend. At a given point the phase separation of the semi-IPN systems
seems to reach a constant value. It is proposed that this is due to a
balancing of the entropy of mixing and the elastic restoration energy of
the crosslinked system. When these energies balance, further phase
separation of the semi-IPN does not occur.
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These results indicate that crosslinking limits the speed of the
phase separation and the ultimate phase contrast in the phase
separated system of the semi-IPN system. Crosslinking for the Mc
studied does not affect the thermodynamic stability of the system
since the spinodal temperature is virtually constant. The
experimental stability of the system in terms of the cloud point
temperature is not affected by crosslinking even though the binodal is
expected to be affected. The phase separation of the semi-IPN system
at its binodal requires deswelling of the network and synergistic
movement of the homopolymer out of the network which will not
happen within experimental time scale considered here. The
polymeric nature of the solvent molecule makes diffusion through the
network extremely slow. The actual cloud point temperature should
occur near or at the spinodal temperature where the system is
unstable enough to spontaneously phase separate. This explains the
observation that the spinodal temperature and the cloud point
temperature of this semi-IPN system are very close to each other.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
Future studies on the phase behavior of the semi-IPN system
should consider the effect of an external force field on the phase
behavior of the semi-IPN system. Since semi-IPN's are crosslinked,
they can be exposed to static stress and reach equilibrium. I propose
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the study of the phase behavior of the semi-IPN under uniaxial stress.
The sample cam be made using a similar system of semi-IPN used in
this study. The sample is first exposed to uniaxial deformation in its
single phase regime. Then the sample is exposed to T-jump into two
phase temperature. The wide angle light scattering from the sample
is observed in a similar equipment with a two dimensional detector
which enables us to monitor azimuthal dependence of the scattering
intensities.
The result of these experiments should be analyzed by
combination of the theories of Binder and Onuki described in chaptei
2. This theoretical approach should predict that the concentration
fluctuation of the homogeneous phase and the growth rate of the
scattering intensity of the phase separating system should depend on
the scattering vector anisotropically for the deformed semi-IPN
system. The detail of the theories still need to be elaborated.
Some related topics should be referenced to understand the
phase behavior of the semi-IPN under uniaxial stress. A related topic
is the phase behavior of the linear polymer blend under the shear
force field, i.e., the flow induced phase separation [66]. There have
been proposed several theories [67,68,69]. Another related topic is
the single chain static structure factor of network chain and has been
studied by the small angle neutron scattering. [70-73]. This is
important because the constant k in Chapter 2 is obtained by the
random phase approximation which uses the single chain static
structure factor.
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In order to proceed to the next experiments, the improvement
of the experimental procedure is desirable. The precision of the
experiment is an area which can be improved. Sources of error in the
measured intensity can be attributed to a.) error in system calibration
(scattering intensity jitter - 5%), b.) statistical error due to low count
of intensity(< W0), c .) instability of solid state over one dimensional
optical detector unit(~ lo/o) d
.) modulation of the scattered intensity
by speckle patterns (reduced by averaging 16 channels). In future
experiments the possibility of shaking the sample should be
considered as this would decrease speckle pattern effects which are a
major source of data deterioration. The quality of the sample is
another area which needs attention. Dust free environments such as
semiconductor fabrication clean rooms and microfiltration of all the
polymer components should be used for sample preparation. The
photo crosslinking techniques used to immobilize transient structures
in the phase separating system may be used to prepare the styrene
network for the PVME/PS semi-IPN system [741. The evolution of the
microstructure can be visualized using transmission electron
microscopy on the immobilized system.
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APPENDIX A
TABLES
Table 2.
1 ^ convention of notations for the parameters ofinterest in the following discussion.
Component A B
Volume fraction
* H 1-<I)
Average degree of polymerization NA * NB
Volume of monomer unit VA VB
.
Number of lattice sites YA YB
Average end-to-end distance Ra* Rb
Segment length
^A OB
* Indicates value for network chains between
crosslinks for the semi-IPN system.
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Table 2 2
factors f°r—
Theory
Value of B in equation 2.5
James and Guth
Kuhn(Affine deformation)
Flory(Phantom network)
Flory-Erman
0
-(f)
varies between
1 - jand 1
( with mobility of
crosslink point )
In the above table, f is the functionality of crosslinks
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Table 3.1 Composition of divinyl benzene (DVB) in DolvstvrenP rp<u*rk
-
stoichiometrically estimated SofflSSiS1^ b^eentWSSUnkS °f PVME/PS semf-IPN°leCUlarS ^ (st ): ^ exPerimentally determined from
s7m\Kn^°^y t0lUene ' M« ^ fraction ofe i-IPN, and weight ratio of wet and dry gels.
Sample DVB/PS
(weight %)
Mc(st.) Mc(swell)* Gel
fraction
WWPt/WHn,wet/ * v ury
#0 0.0 (not crosslinked) 0.00 (dissolved)
#1 0.1 1.04*105 4.58*105 0.50 34.1
#2 0.2 5.20*104 1.64*105 0.45 19.8
#3 0.4 2.60*104 7.42*104 0.46 13.4
#4 0.6 1.73*104 4.33*104 0.56 10.4
#5 0.8 1.30*104 4.16*104 0.70 10.2
MC(swell) involves 10 % error.
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Table 5.1 The theoretical prediction of the binodal temperatureand spinodal temperature for the samples prepied
code
1"6
h^'
eCUlar We
,
lg1
?
1 Binodal sPin°dalbetween crosslinksTemperature Temperature
(°C) (°C)
116.86
117.00
#0 (not crosslinked) 116.00
#1 458000 115.20
#2 164000 H3.77 117.23
#3 74200 111.11 117.69
#4 43300 107.69 118.29
#5 41600 107.36 118.34
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APPENDIX B
FIGURES
Homogeneous
Binodal
Spinodal
Figure 2.1 Schematics of phase behavior in the semi-IPN system
under homogeneous state, binodal decomposition, and
spinodal decomposition.
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4>
Figure 2.2 The spinodal and binodal conditions are plotted against
Nb X versus <j> for special cases Na = Nb and Na = «>. The
dotted curves indicate the spinodal conditions and the
solid ones indicate the binodal ones. The intermediate
set of curves are for the case Na = °°, and the others are
for the case Na = Nb-
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Figure 2.3 A plot of % NB versus NB/NA for <j) = 0.5 to indicate the
effect of the crosslink density and the molecular weight
of the linear component.
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Figure 3.1 A schematic of the sample cell and its clamp used during
polymerization.
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gure 3.2 Relationship between stoichiometrically determined
average molecular weight and experimentally determined
molecular weight from swelling experiments.
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Figure 4. 1 Schematic diagram of the cloud point apparatus
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Figure 4.2 The optical geometry of the cloud point apparatus
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.3 The scattering intensity measured by the cloud point
apparatus for samples #0 to #5 with a temperature
increase rate of 2°C/min. from 80°C to 150°C.
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Figure 4.4 The normalized scattering intensity measured by the
cloud point apparatus for samples #0 to #3 with the
scattering intensity of 100°C and 150°C.
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Phase Diagram for PVME/PS linear blend (NA=oo)
80 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 1 1
U.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 5.1 The phase diagram of sample #0 with the adjustable
parameter, E=0.897, in equation 5.2 to match the
temperature of cloud point of sample #0 to that of
binodal for linear polymer blend.
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U.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0
Figure 5.2 The effect of crosslinks on the binodal point of semi-IPN
systems. Sample #0 is the control sample which is a
linear polymer blend. The others are semi-IPN systems
with increasing crosslink densities with an increase in
the sample indices.
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Figure 5.3 The effect of crosslinks on the spinodal point of semi-
IPN systems. Sample #0 is the control sample which is a
linear polymer blend. The others are of the semi-IPN
system with increasing crosslink densities with an
increase in the sample indices.
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Figure 6. 1 Schematic diagram of the wide angle light scattering
apparatus.
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ure 6.2 The optical geometry of the wide angle light scattering
apparatus.
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Figure 6.3 The initial scattering intensity of samples #0, #1, and #2.
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Figure 6.4 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #0 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 120°C.
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Figure 6.5 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity-
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #0 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 150°C.
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Figure 6.6 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #1 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 120°C.
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Figure 6.7 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #1 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 150°C.
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Figure 6.8 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #2 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 120°C.
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Figure 6.9 The time dependent wide angle light scattering intensity
measured as a function of the scattering vector for
sample #2 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to 150°C.
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Figure 6.10 The initial time dependence of the wide angle light
scattering intensity for the different scattering vectors
for sample #0 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to
150°C.
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Figure 6.11 The initial time dependence of the wide angle light
scattering intensity for the different scattering vectors
for sample #1 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to
150°C.
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Figure 6.12 The initial time dependence of the wide angle light
scattering intensity for the different scattering vectors
for sample #2 subjected to the T-jump from 100°C to
150°C.
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Figure 6.13 The relationship between the initial growth rate, R(q) of
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scattering vector for sample #0 subjected to the T-jump
from 100°C to 120°C.
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Figure 6.15 The relationship between the initial growth rate, R(q) of
the wide angle light scattering intensity and the
scattering vector for sample #1 subjected to the T-iumD
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Figure 6.16 The - relationship between the initial growth rate, R(q) of
the wide angle light scattering intensity and the
scattering vector for sample #1 subjected to the T-jump
from 100°C to 150°C.
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Figure 6.18 The relationship between the initial growth rate, R(q) of
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Figure 6.19 The apparent diffusion constant in the phase separating
system for the samples #0, #1, and #2 at different
temperatures. The spinodal point is extrapolated to be
116°±2°C.
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APPENDIX C
PROGRAMS
MAIN PROGRAM: OMAJII.PAS
{$I+,R+,N-}
^n
r
^^
II
-"rly
-
COnV4raiOn
--
ith
-^"ion_0i_dat.
type
oma_da ta_type_pt r_a r ray
H . .
= arrayH. .oma_max__memories] of oma data type ptr •oma_da t a_t ype_jpt r__a r ray_pt r - _^ype_pi: ,
- *oma_data__type_ptr__array
;
function arcsin (x : real) s real ; {arcsine}begin
arcsin := arctan (x/sqrt ( 1 . 0-sqr (x) ) ) ;
end;
function log_10 (x : real) : real ; {log 10 (x)}begin —
if x > 0.0 then log_10 := ln(x)/ln(10)
else begin
i
.
writelnC Illegal function call to log_10 (x) was made with x =
halt (1)
;
end;
end;
procedure convert_OMA ( rnain_file,
output_f ile,
baclcground_file,
dye_f ile f
water_f ile : string)
;
const
c5 7.1707128047e-12 ; U[6] } {use p_fit.pas to calculate}
c4
-9.3612057740e-9 ;
c3 4
. 6820027158e-6 ;
c2
-1.1188217240e-3 ;
cl 2.5442759011e~l ;
cO
-3.8107920644el ; {a[l]
}
th_laser 34 ;
th_det 16 ;
lamda 0.6328 ; (urn}
n_sample 1.45 ;
s 1
,
1
; {separation icharacter for SC4 .csv file}
max_volt 10000.0 ; { maximum input to A/D conv. of OMA III in mV}
sector 16 ; {must be power of 2, including 2 A 0=1}
{sector 16 -> 25 . 4mm/ 512* 16=0 . 8mm and 32-1 data points}
t_unit 6 ; { i = 400 each 6 sec is unit time }
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var
input
, back, dye, water
oma_dat aset_type_pt r
;
P
data
if j / mem, k
sector2
q
c
th, th4
tl, t2,t3,t4
factor
av, avO
t , ab, alpha
outfile
oma__dat a__typept r ;
oma_data_type_jptr^array_ptr
;integer;
integer ;
array [1.
. oma__data__size] of real;
{channel}
{angle deg}
{angle rad}
{average intensity at around 256 ch for dye}(average over sector}
{time, optical thickness}
real
real
real
real
real
real
text
{input main data to a heap pointed by
begin
new (input)
;
1 input
' }
input"
. filename := main_file;
read__oma (input) ;
mem := input " .memories ;
p := input" .data_head ;
new (data) ;
for i := 1 to mem do
begin
data"[i] := p ;
p := p".next ;
end ;
new(back); {input back ground data to heap 'back'}back .filename := background^ ile;
read_oma (back)
;
if (back A .memories<>l) then
begin
writeln ( ' inproper data for back ground');
end;
new(dye); {input dye data to heap 'dye'}
dye" . filename := dye_file;
read_oma (dye) ;
if (dye" .memoriesOl) then
begin
writeln
(
1 inproper data for dye');
end;
new (water); {input water data to heap 'water'}
water A . filename := water_file;
read_oma (water) ;
if (water" .memoriesOl) then
begin
writeln 1 inproper data for water');
end;
{get absorption coef. alpha p28 for dye sample}
alpha := In ( (water" . data_head" .data [oma_data_size]
-back" .data_head" .data [oma_data_size]
)
/ (dye" .data_head" .data [oma_data_size]
-back" .data_head" .data [oma_data_size] ) ) ;
{ Obtain intensity calibration factor }
{ by the fluorescence intensity of dye. }
{Use nile blue water solution. Its absorption must be less than 10 %}
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for j :- 1 to oma_data_size
-1 dobegin
dye~.data_head~.data tj] : = dye*
. data_head~
. data [ j ]
end; ~ water
^
-datajiead*
.data [ j] ;
factor := 0.0 ;
2)^ordo (0ma-daCa-Si2e - 1) di^)-sectcr+ l to , (0M_data_,i„-l) div
begin
end
aCt ° r
^ faCt0r + dye^ data
-
hea^-data[j]
;
{intensity calib. factor array)
begin
if (abs (factor) <1
.0) then
begin
dye A .data_head A
. data [j] : = 1.0 ;
end
else if (dye".data_head".data[j]>0.0) thenbegin
^dye-.data_head-.data[j] :=factor /dye*
. data_head*
. data [ j ] ;
else
begin
dye".data_head".data[j]
: = 0.0 ; { invalid data }end
end;
{s.comp conversion to input milivolt assuming i=400}
q [oma_data_size] :=0.0;
for i := 1 to mem do
begin
data" [i] " .data [oma_data_size] :=
(data" [i] " .data [oma_dat assize]
- back". data_head". data [oma_data size])*max volt/6553600 0-
end ; —
{back ground substruction and intensity calibration }
{ using dye/water data}
for j:=l to oma data size-1 do
begin
c: = j
tl th_laser/180*pi ;
t2 a res in (sin (tl) /n_sample) ;
th ( ( ( (c5*c+c4) *c+c3) *c+c2) *c+cl) *c+c0 ;
{channel to angle conv.
)
th4 th + th det ;
t4 ! th4/180*pi ;
t3 arcs in (sin (t4) /n_sample) ;
t : alpha* (1-cos (t2) /cos (t3) ) ;
ab : exp (alpha)
;
if (abs(t)>0.0001) then {six digit cf. p 27-28 }
begin
ab := ab *t/ (exp (t ) -1 . 0)
;
end;
q[j]:= 4*pi*n_sample * sin ( (t2+t3) 12 . 0) / lamda ;
{scattering vector}
for i := 1 to mem do
begin
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dye"
. data__head"
. data [ j ]
* ab ;
end; { *b : absorPtion crrection}
end;
{output routine}
writeln
(
1 ===== output =====).
assign (outfile, output_file)
;
rewrite (outf ile)
;
{ ===== heading =====
}
writeln (outf ile, '»OMA_Ili : ., main fiie m, , y .
writeln (outfile, s, - "Sector by" •
, s, sector : 3) ;
writeln (outf ile, s, 1 "Contents" ' « t „ ,
label"') ;
S
'
S
'
fllename
'
s, s, ' "memories" ', s, "'file
writeln (outfile, s, '"Main"',s, ' " » ,main_file
,
'
"',3,3, input". memories, s, input". file label) •
writeln (outfile, s, - "Back" ',s,'"', background' file ,'"', s sback". memories, s, back". file_label );
~
writeln (outfile, s, 1 "Dye" '
,
s, ""
, dye_file
,
s,s, dye", memories, s, dye". file_label)
;
writeln (outfile, s, '"Water" ',s,
, water file '"' s swater". memories, s, water". file_label ); ~ ' '
'
writeln (outf ile)
;
{ ===== row data ==== }
writeln (outfile, s, f "I (q,t) row data"') ;
write (outf ile, s, ' "memories" '
,
s, ' " >" '
,
s, 1 " >" ' s ) ;for i := 1 to input" .memories do
begin
write (outfile, i, s)
;
end;
writeln (outfile)
;
write (outf ile, s, ' "channel" •
,
s, ' "q» '
,
s , ' "q"2\time" \ s) ;for i :- 1 to input". memories do {time for p3 . ksp : i=400 : time unit=6
sec
}
begin
if i<ll then write (outfile, t_unit* (i-1)
,
s)
else if i<20 then write (outfile, t_unit* (i-10) *10
. 0, s)
else if i<29 then write (outfile, t_unit* (i-19) *100
. 0, s)
else write (outfile, t_unit* (i-28) *1000
. 0, s)
end;
writeln (outfile)
;
write (outfile, s, s, s, ' "log (time) "
' ,
s) ;
for i := 1 to input " .memories do {log(time) for p3 . ksp : i=400 : time
unit=6 sec}
begin
if i=l then write (outfile, ' -1 ', s)
else if i<ll then write (outfile, log_10 (t_unit* (i-1) ), s)
else if i<20 then write (outfile, log_10 ( (i-10) *10 . 0*t_unit) , s)
else if i<29 then write (outfile, log_10 ( (i-19) *100 . 0*t_unit) , s)
else write (outfile, log_10 ( (i-28) *1000 . 0*t_unit) , s) ;
end;
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writeln (outfile)
;
sector2 := sector ciiv 2 ;{output average value over' each sector}
begin"
* ^ ( (oma
-
data
-
size-l) div sector)-! do
{average channel position over q)
av := 0.0 ;
f
°beSin"
(j"1) *aector+1+s^tor2 to j*sector+sector2 do
av:= av+k;
end ;
av := av /sector ;
write (outfile, s, av, s) ;
{average q over sector}
av := 0.0 ;
for k (j-l)*sector+l+sector2 to j *sector+sector2 dobegin
av:= av+q[k]
;
end ;
av := av /sector ;
write (outf ile, av, s,sqr(av) ,s) ;{average data over sector}
for i := 1 to mem do
begin
av : 0
. 0 ;
for k := ( j-i) *sector+l+sector2 to j *sector+sector2 dobegin
av:= av+data A [i]^.data[k];
end ;
av := av /sector ;
write (outf ile, av, s)
;
end;
writeln (outf ile)
end;
{out put s.comp. value as mV}
write (outfile, s, 1 "SC (t)
"
1
, s,
1 " >" 1
, s,
1 " >" 1
, s) ;
for i := 1 to mem do
begin
av:=data~ [i] A .data [oma_data_size] ;
write (outf ile, av, s)
;
end;
writeln (outf ile)
{out put s.comp. value as NORMALIZED}
write (outf ile, s, 1 "SC (t ) /SC (0)
"
1
, s,
1 " >" 1
, s,
1 " >" 1
, s)
;
for i 1 to mem do
begin
av:=data" [i] A .data [oma_data_size] /data^ [1] " .data [oma_data_size] ;
write (outf ile, av, s)
end;
writeln (outf ile)
;
writeln (outf ile) ; {vacant line
}
{parameters} { do not output }
{
writeln (outfile, s, ' "parameters"
' ,
s,
1
"main"
'
, s,
1
"back"
' ) ;
for i := 1 to oma_pa ramete r_s i ze do
begin
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writeln(outfile, s, '"para' i-3 mt . -
ers[i]); P ' ' r input
A
-parameters [i] , s, back-. paramet
end;
}
close (outfile)
;
end;
{main}
var
filename
: array[1..5] of string;
i : integer ;
begin {main
}
writeln;
+++Ji++ij)++++ttt
++ conversion program for OMA-III data
writeln (' programmed by Osamu Aoki 1 )
;
if (paramcount <> 5) then
begin
water„V^
teln ( ' Enter command as "C:\>oma_IIl main output back dye
writeln ('Comment: All files may be specified as
a: \dir\filename .ext . • )
;
by OMA-^'sJ); ^ main-file and background_f ile are generated
writeln <• "OMA-III -> MS-DOS" command in Disk-screen.');
writeln < The back, dye and water have only one memory and
shares the same'); *
writeln (' exposute time and number of scans/memory withthe mam . ' ) ; J
halt (1)
;
end ;
writeln (' using files ');
for i := 1 to 5 do
begin
filename [i] := paramstr(i);
writeln ( 'filename [
'
, i:l, ' ] = ' , filename [i] ) ;
end;
convert_oma (filename [1], filename [2] , filename [3], filename [4], filename [5])
;
end.
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Subroutine Programm: OMA_LIB.PAS
{$I+,R+,N-}
unit oma_lib;
interface
const
oma_data_s i ze
oma_parameter_size
oma_max_memo r ies
type
oma_data_type_pt r
oma_data_type
oma_da t a set_type
real;
oma_da t a set_type_j)t r
513
88 ;
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Aoma_dat a_type ;
record
next
: oma_dat a__type__pt r ;
data
: array [ 1 oma_data_size] of real;
end;
record
filename
memories
data_head
file_label
parameters
string;
integer;
oma_dat a_type_jpt r ;
string;
array [1.
. oma_parameter_size]
end;
oma_dataset_type;
procedure read_OMA( input : oma_dataset_type
_ptr) ;function uppercase (x : string) : string ;
implementation
function uppercase (x : string)
var
i : integer
c : char
y : string
begin
y: = ";
for i : 1 to length (x) do
begin
c := upcase (x [i] ) ;
y := concat (y, c) ;
end;
uppercase := y ;
end ;
string ;
procedure read_OMA( input : oma_dataset__type_ptr) ;
var
if j
section, buf
line, IOerror
end_of_file
inf ile
read flag
oma_dat a_type_pt r
;
integers-
string;
integer;
boolean;
text;
boolean;
function read buf : string;
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begin;
line := line + 1;
{$1-}
readln (infile,buf )
;
{$1+}
IOerror :=IOresult;
if (IOerrorOO) then
begin
writeln ('I/O error at ', section,' line • • line
•
5)
•
writeln ( 'MS-DOS error code :
'
, IO^rror : 5)
;
halt (1)
;
end;
read_buf := buf;
end;
procedure error_message;
begin;
writeln
('Non-OMA file having incompatible data at section,line :
'
, line : 5)
;
writeln (buf)
;
halt (1)
;
end;
function convert_int ( buf : string) • integer ;
var
code,intbuf : integer ;
begin;
{$R-}
val (buf, intbuf , code)
;
{$R+}
if (codeOO) then error_message;
convert_int : = intbuf ;
end;
function convert_real ( buf : string) : real ;
var
code : integer;
realbuf : real ;
begin;
{$R-}
val (buf, realbuf, code)
;
{$R+}
if (codeOO ) then error^message;
convert_real : = realbuf ;
end;
begin;
if uppercase ( input ^ . filename) <> 'NUL' then
begin
read_flag := true ;
end
else
begin
read_flag := false ;
end ;
assign (inf ile, input A . filename) ;
{read_OMA}
{ real file name ?)
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reset (inf ile)
;
line :=0
;
sect ion
:
= Header 1 ;
if read_flag then
begin
if (length (readbuf ) <>0) then error message;input
.memories
: = convert_int (read buf ) ;
""^•STS^," (i^—-ories>oma_maX_memories))
if (convert_int(read_buf)<>l) then error message;
^if (convert^ (read_buf
) <>oma_data_sizeT thenerror_message;
else
begin
input" .memories := 1 ;
end ;
{read data to heap area with record type data type}for to input" .memories do ~~
begin;
str (j:5,buf)
;
section := 'data of memory '+buf;
line:=0;
if j=l then
begin
new (p)
;
input" .data_head := p;
p" .next := nil ;
end
else
begin
q := p ;
new (p)
q" .next := p ;
p" .next := nil ;
end;
for i:=l to oma_data_size do
begin;
if read_flag then
begin
p".data[i] :=convert_real (read_buf )
;
end
else
begin
p" .data [i] := 0 ;
end;
end;
if( read_flag and (length (read_buf) >0) ) then error_message;
end;
section : = 1 file label 1 ;
line:=0;
if read__flag then
begin
input" • file_label :=read_buf ;
section := 'parameters
'
;
line:=0;
for i:=l to oma_parameter_size do
begin;
input" .parameters [i] :=convert_real (read_buf ) ;
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end;
if (length (read_buf)> 0 ) then error_meS sage;
end_of_file:=eof (infile)
;
{$1+}
IOerror : =IOresult ;
if (dOerrorOO) or (not end of file)) thenbegin — —
IOe rror...Ke"o",
(
;
N°n"OMA fU-
'
—-<*-*"~ 1
.«d_ofjf±1*,
end;
end
else
begin
input
parameters
for i
input
input
input
input
input
filelabel :='»A11 data =0.0,1 memory and undefined
- 1 to omajparameter_size do input-
.parameters [i] := 0 0parameters [2] := 512 ;
parameters [4]
parameters [8]
parameters [10]
parameters [11]
input- .parameters [12]
end;
close (infile)
;
end;
end.
= 0.0
= 2 ;
= 0
= 1
= 0
{i}
{j}
{read_OMA}
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